INSUHRAD
Cement mixture works as Concrete floor hardener,
Ready to use
Description

Cement based compound, modified chemically with granular gradient of quartz, to ensure its quality.

Storage and Shelf-life

Technical data

Form :
Powder
COLOUR: Gray (another colors available upon request)
COVERAGE RATE :

4 - 6 KG / m2 (approximately)

Shelf-life is 21 months from date of
production in sealed and undamaged
original containers, in areas protected from
direct sunlight and frost.
Any inadequate storage procedure can lead to
unexpected failure of the product or of the
packaging.







All floors exposed to several mechanical loads.
Car parks & workshops.
Service station & garages.
Warehouses, sea port quays & traffic lanes.
Factories floor.





is sprinkled into the freshly concrete when the initial setting of the concrete occurs (when a thumb
pressed hard on to the concrete surface only leaves a print of about 3-5 mm depth).
Use a mechanical trowel (helicopter) to hold the concrete surface perfectly flat, to ensure that the
surface is perfectly flat & smooth; use a mechanical trowel running at high speed (helicopter).
It is preferred to use INSUCURE – E as a curing substance, to prevent concrete dry-out & and regulate
the water vapor.
Clean all tools and application equipment with water immediately after use.

Advantages







High resistance for abrasion, friction &bristle.
Reduce dust formation on concrete surfaces.
Easy to apply, only sprinkled into the freshly concrete.
Saves time & labour costs
Obtain final smoothed surface

Safety
Instructions





Neither hazardous nor toxic.
Any splashes to the skin should be washed immediately with cold water and soap.
Residues of material must be removed according to local regulations.

Applications

Directions for
use




Packaging
Is supplied in:
 Bag of 03 kg

Contact the technical office for more information
INSUMAT CO. Factories: Tamouh - Giza km 41 Upper Egypt Road.
Tel: )707(83427343 - )707(83427743 - Fax: (707(83427943
www.insumat.com

